NOTES THIS DETAIL:

1. ALL LATERAL MARKERS SHALL BE SET VERTICALLY AGAINST COMPACTED BACKFILL OR UNDISTURBED NATIVE GROUND MATERIAL.

2. ALL LATERAL MARKERS SHALL BE A TREATED TIMBER 2" X 4" X 8'. DEEPER LATERALS REQUIRE LONGER 2" X 4" TIMBERS. MULTIPLE 2" X 4" TIMBERS FASTENED TOGETHER ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE.

3. ALL LATERAL MARKERS SHALL BE PAINTED WITH LOCATOR "WASTEWATER GREEN" PAINT THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE 2" X 4" TIMBER.

4. LOCATING WIRE SHALL BE CONTINUOUS ENTIRE LENGTH OF 2" X 4" TIMBER. SPLICE AT BREAKS.

---

STAPLE WIRE TO TOP OF 2" X 4" MARKER.

3.6" MIN. ABOVE FINISH GRADE

FINISH GRADE

24" MIN. BELOW FINISH GRADE

THREE 6" DIA. COILS. SET 24" BELOW FINISH GRADE.

12-GAUGE GALVANIZED LOCATING WIRE

STAPLED WIRE TO BOTTOM OF 2" X 4" MARKER.

SEWER LATERAL SEE STD. DWG. SS-6

CAP OR PLUG END

- 1 - SOLID CONCRETE BLOCK OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.